Example 7: PSC picks member up, brings him to TAO for P&I, does a rehab
service, takes him shopping, does a rehab service at 2 stores, a non-billable
service at a 3rd store, then takes member home and returns to TAO.

Burk, Eric
June 12, 2018

Fuller, Carson

1

1

1
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Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
90899-5

Yes

Home - Private Residence

Yes

Carson is a 26 y/o single Caucasian male. Carson needs to come to TAO today to pick up his weekly P&I. This note is to account for time I spent driving to Carson's
home, picking him up, and bringing him back to TAO.

This is going to take 4 notes. The
first thing I have to do is get the
member from his home to TAO.

F31.81

Lampson Sober Living Home
8552 Lampson Ave
Garden Grove, CA 92841

Normally you don't use pick-up and drop-off
points for place of service, but if it's the only
place you go, that's what you do.

Burk, Eric

June 12, 2018

Fuller, Carson
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Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
Yes

90899-17
Clinic

Yes

G: Carson is a 47 y/o single Caucasian male. Carson depends on others to drive him places he needs to go and expects providers to come to his home rather than
him going to their office. This is a problem as it prevents Carson from becoming more independent and transitioning to a lower level of care. I met with Carson at TAO
today to work with him on his #3 objective of increasing the number of times he meets with his psychiatrist at her office (TAO) as opposed to his psychiatrist going to
his sober living home.
I: Worked to identify barriers that prevent Carson from coming to TAO on his own. Carson reports that his SLH discourages residents from leaving the premises, and
that his physical health also gets in the way. However he acknowledged that he often leaves his home to go other places. Discussed why Carson doesn’t use
ACCESS, which he has, since it is designed for people with disabilities. Carson said he couldn’t afford the round-trip fee of around $7, even though it would only be a
once-a-month expense. I acknowledged Carson’s hardships of compromised health and limited income, but suggested there were other factors involved and that
Carson could probably become more independent if he wanted to. Began a discussion of the costs and benefits of remaining dependent on others, which I plan to
continue with Carson next week.
R: Carson was cooperative but distracted. He received his P&I today and is eager to go shopping. He kept looking up at the clock and asking about the closing times
of the stores he wanted to visit.
P: Carson and I previously agreed I would take him to buy personals and clothing after he received his P&I. Plan is to work with him on his budgeting skills and also
raise his awareness of the fact that becoming more responsible for himself would be a step towards becoming his own payee again, which is something he wants.
Now that I've got the member at TAO I can
drop my rehab service. This note can't have
any travel or transportation time on it.

F31.81

Now I'm going to document the rehab service I did at
the mall. I drove the member over here, but since
transportation isn't billable, I can't put my drive time in
the travel box. I have to account for it on the back.

Burk, Eric

June 12, 2018

Fuller, Carson
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Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
90899-17

Yes

Site Visit - Other Community Location

Yes

G: Carson is a 47 y/o single Caucasian male. Carson is able to create a workable monthly budget on paper, but due to poor impulse control he cannot stick to it. He
routinely overspends on entertainment, novelties, video games, and other non-essential items during the first 2 weeks of the month, leaving him unable to meet his
basic needs by the 3rd week or early in the 4th week. I took him shopping today and used the trip as an opportunity to work with him on learning to delay gratification
and manage the anxiety he feels when he doesn't make a desired purchase.
I: I went to two stores with Carson, first Walmart and then Sears. At Walmart Carson began grabbing items almost immediately because they were on sale by the
entrance. I reminded Carson they would be there for the rest of the day and challenged him to find an even better deal, with the goal of slowing things down until his
attention could be captured by something else. I repeated this throughout the store, encouraging Carson to look for better deals and trying to shift his source of
gratification from obtaining items to hunting for them. I continued this strategy at Sears.
R: Carson's impulse to purchase was very short-lived and I found if I could get him to leave an item on the shelf and move on to something else, he would usually not
mention it again. This was true even with items we had agreed he could come back and get if he wasn't able to find a better deal. He was able to finish at Sears
having only bought the items on the list he went in with.
P: After we finished at Buena Park Mall I took Carson to 2 other stores (accounted for in a separate note). Plan going forward is to use what I learned today to
develop a shopping plan Carson can use on his own, as a way of reducing or at least delaying impulse buys.
NBTT: Transporting Carson from TAO to Buena Park Mall.

F31.81

90899-160

6

Here's where I account for driving the member from TAO
to the mall. I chose 90899-160 because the service on
the front is 90899-17. If the service on the front was
linkage (90899-1), I would have used 90899-112.

Buena Park Mall
8354 On the Mall
Buena Park, CA 90620

Burk, Eric
June 12, 2018

Fuller, Carson
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Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
90899-5

Yes

Site Visit - Other Community Location

Yes

Carson is a 26 y/o single Caucasian male. Earlier today I took Carson to Buena Park Mall to shop for food and other items (see separate note). This note is to
account for time I spent transporting Carson from the Buena Park Mall to the 99 Cents Only store to buy personals he needed, time I spent in the store with him, and
time I spent driving him home afterwards and returning to TAO.

The last note accounted for driving to the mall, but not driving
away from it. On paper the member and I are still there. So now
I'm going to pick up where the last note left off -- at the mall -and take the reader all the way back to TAO. Since there's
nothing billable left to document, I can do that all in one note.

F31.81

99 Cents Only Store
1845 W. Orangethorpe Ave
Fullerton, CA 92833

